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Structural insights into the interaction
between the Cripto CFC domain
and the ALK4 receptor‡
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The protein Cripto is the founding member of the extra-cellular EGF–CFC growth factors, which are composed of two adjacent
cysteine-rich domains: the EGF-like and the CFC. Members of the EGF–CFC family play key roles in embryonic development and
are also implicated in tumourigenesis. Cripto is highly over-expressed in many tumours, while it is poorly detectable in normal
tissues.

Although both Cripto domains are involved in its tumourigenic activity, the CFC domain appears to play a crucial role.
Indeed, through this domain, Cripto interferes with the onco-suppressive activity of Activins, either by blocking the Activin
receptor ALK4 or by antagonising proteins of the TGF-β family. We have undertaken the chemical synthesis and the structural
characterisation of human CFC Cripto domain. Using a combined NMR and computational approach, supported by binding
studies by SPR, we have investigated the molecular basis of the interaction between h-CFC and ALK4. Binding studies indicate
that the synthetic h-CFC interacts with the ALK4 receptor with a KD in µM range, whereas it does not recognise the ActRIIB
receptor. The NMR study shows that the h-CFC overall topology is determined by the presence of three disulfide bridges and
that residues H120 and W124 are located between the first strand and the first loop with the side chains externally exposed. A
model of the CFC–ALK4 complex has also been obtained by molecular docking and shows that all residues indicated by prior
mutagenesis studies can contribute to the ALK4–CFC interaction at the protein–protein interface. Copyright c© 2008 European
Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article
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Introduction

The EGF–CFC family includes a group of structurally related extra-
cellular proteins, that play essential roles in the initial stage of the
embryogenesis [1,2] and in the development and progression of
tumour cells [3]. The protein Cripto (188 a.a.), the founding member
of this growth factors family, is found in several vertebrates such
as humans, chicken, Zebra fish and frogs [4,5]. Cripto is an extra-
cellular protein containing: (i) a N-terminal signal peptide; (ii) two
highly conserved cysteine-rich domains of about 40 residues,
known as EGF-like (a variant of the epidermal growth factor) and
CFC (so called by the founder members: CR in the human, FRL-1
in Xenopus and Cryptic in mouse); (iii) a C-terminal hydrophobic
region linked to the cell membrane by a glycosyl-phosphatidyl-
inositol (GPI) moiety [5].

An important signalling pathway identified for Cripto, and
supporting cell survival, involves the Activin receptor complex
(comprising the Activin type II serine/threonine kinase receptor,
ActRII or ActRIIB, and the Activin type I serine/threonine kinase
receptor, ALK4) and a number of proteins of the TGF-β family,
including Nodal [2,6–9], Vg1/Gdf1 [10], Gdf3 [11], Activin A [12],
Activin B [3], and Lefty [13]. In particular, the presence of Cripto
is essential for the binding of Nodal/Gdf1/Gdf3 to the Activin
receptor complex (ALK4/ActRIIB).

Several studies have established that the EGF-like domain binds
to Nodal while the CFC domain binds to ALK4 [3,9,14]. Possible
mechanisms by which Cripto can induce carcinogenesis involve
the inhibition of the onco-suppressive activity of Activins and
of the TGF-β , either by direct binding [15] or by means of
additional mediators [16]. Both mechanisms, however, involve
the CFC domain, suggesting it for a primary role in the protein
tumourigenic activity [3,5,16–18].
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Recently, the crystal structures of several proteins of the TGF-
β family in complex with their respective receptors have been
solved, allowing a progress in the understanding of the action
mechanisms within the TGF-β signalling cascade (for a complete
review see Ref. 19). The structure of ALK4 alone or in complex with
ligands has so far not been reported; instead, the solution structure
of the mouse Cripto CFC domain has been described [20].

Here, we report the synthesis and the solution structure of the
human CFC Cripto domain (sequence 112–150, Figure 1) obtained
by NMR analysis in phosphate buffer at pH 7. The interaction
between the synthetic h-CFC and the extra-cellular domain (ECD)
of ALK4 receptor has also been investigated by surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) technique, providing a quantitative evaluation
of the complex formation. To further broaden our understanding
of the CFC–ALK4 interaction, we have finally undertaken an in
silico study whereby the NMR experimental structures of h-CFC
have been docked to the homology model of the ALK4 ECD,
based on the crystal structure of the homologue human type
IA bone morphogenic protein receptor ectodomain BRIA–ECD
(ALK3–ECD) [21].

Materials and Methods

Chemical Synthesis of Human CFC Domain

The human CFC domain 112–150 (h-CFC), acetylated and
amidated (Figure 1), was obtained as reported for the mouse
variant [14] by stepwise solid phase synthesis following standard
Fmoc/tBu methodologies [22] on a 100 µmole scale (Rink amide
resin, 1.1 mmol/g). A ten-fold excess of amino acids, pre-activated
with 1-H-benzotriazolium, 1-[bis(dimethylamino)methylene]-
hexafluorophosphate(1-),3-oxide (HBTU)/N-hydroxybenzotriazole
(HOBt)/ diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) (1 : 1 : 2), was used through-
out the synthesis. Coupling and deprotection times were kept
at 25 and 15 min, respectively. Standard side-chain protection
groups for Fmoc chemistry were used for all residues; the six
cysteines, introduced as trityl (Trt) derivatives, produced after
cleavage as free thiol groups.

After removal from the solid support by treatment with a
TFA/H2O/ triisopropylsilane (TIS) (94 : 3 : 3 v/v/v) mixture (RT, 4h,
1.0 ml mixture/100 mg resin) and lyophilisation, the polypeptide
was reduced in 100 mM 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) for 30 min at
room temperature, purified by reversed-phase HPLC and refolded
by spontaneous oxidation in 100 mM carbonate buffer, pH 8.5,
0.5 mM EDTA as described elsewhere [14]. Refolding was followed
by LC-MS analysis to assess the retention time shifts and molecular
mass decrease due to disulfide bridge formation. Refolding and
RP-HPLC purification conditions of the resulting products were
described elsewhere [14].

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy

CD spectra were obtained at room temperature on a Jasco J-715
dichrograph, calibrated at 290 nm with an aqueous solution of
D(+)-10-camphor sulphonic acid, using 0.1 mm quartz cuvettes.

Figure 1. Amino acid sequence of human Cripto 112–150 CFC domain.
The three disulfide bridges are indicated. In the text, the first residue in the
sequence (K112) has been reported as K1.

Spectra of the refolded polypeptide were recorded on solutions
with a Cpep = 1.0×10−4 M. Three separate 1.0×10−4 M solutions
were prepared: (i) 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; (ii) 10 mM

phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 10% TFE (v/v) and (iii) 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0 at 20% TFE (v/v).

Data were collected at 0.2 nm intervals with a 20 nm min−1

scan speed, a 2-nm bandwidth and a 16-s response, from 260 to
190 nm. Three spectra for each sample were recorded, averaged
and transformed in molar ellipticity/residue.

NMR Analysis

NMR characterisation of h-CFC was performed in phosphate
buffer/D2O (90 : 10 v/v) at 298 K. The sample was prepared by
dissolving ca 4 mg of peptide in phosphate buffer adding D2O for
a final ratio of 90/10 (v/v). The D2O was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (99.96% D). Final concentration was ca 1.2 mM and the pH
value was 7.

One- and two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectra were acquired
on a Varian Inova spectrometer, operating at a proton fre-
quency of 600 MHz. The 2D experiments, such as total correlation
spectroscopy (TOCSY) [23], and nuclear Overhauser effect spec-
troscopy (NOESY) [24], were recorded by the phase sensitive
States-Haberkorn method [25]. The data file generally consisted of
512 and 4096 data points in the ω1 and ω2 dimensions, respec-
tively. TOCSY experiment was acquired with a 70-ms mixing time
while NOESY experiments were acquired with 200-ms and 300-ms
mixing times. The water resonance was suppressed by the use of
gradients [26].

Chemical shifts were referred to internal sodium 3-
(trimethylsilyl) propionate 2,2,3,3-d4 (TSP). Free induction decays
(FIDs) were multiplied, in both dimensions, with shifted sine-bell
or gaussian weighting functions and data points were zero filled
to 1 K in ω1 prior to Fourier transformation. Spectra were analysed
by using NMRPipe/NMRView programs [27,28]. Proton sequential
assignment of amino acid spin systems (reported as Supporting
Information, Table S1) was obtained according to Wüthrich [29].
NOE intensities were evaluated by the integration of cross-peaks
in the 300-ms NOESY spectrum, processed by NMR Pipe, using
the NMRView software [27]. They were then converted into inter-
proton distances by use of the CALIBA program [30]. G37 geminal
α–α′ protons were chosen as reference with a distance of 2.2 Å.

SPR Binding

In order to assess the recognition by h-CFC domain towards ALK4
receptor real time binding assays to immobilised ALK4 and ActRIIB
were performed.

Recombinant Human Activin RIB/ALK-4- and ActRIIB-Fc
Chimeras were from R&D systems (Minneapolis, US). Reagents
for protein immobilisation were from GE Healthcare. Sensograms
were recorded on a BIACORE 3000 instrument (Biacore AB, Uppsala,
Sweden).

The two recombinant receptors (fused to Fc) were immobilised
on a CM5 dextran-coated sensor chip, on two distinct channels, by
a standard amine coupling procedure, according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Briefly, the carboxymethylated dextran surface
was activated by a 7-min injection of a solution containing 200 mM

1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and 50 mM

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), followed by the injection of ALK4
and ActRIIB (50 µg/ml solution in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.0). A
continuous flow of HBS (Hepes 10 mM, NaCl 150 mM, EDTA 3.4 mM)
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at 20 µl/min was maintained, for 3 min and capping of unreacted
sites was achieved by injecting 1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.5, for 7 min.
The control surface was obtained by the derivatisation of an empty
channel with an Fc sample (50 µg/ml), obtained in our laboratory
in previous studies.

Binding assays were carried out by injecting solutions of h-CFC
domain at increasing concentrations, in the range of 0–40 µM and
using as reference the signal produced by non-specific binding
onto the Fc-derivatised channel. The polypeptide was allowed to
bind for 3 min and to dissociate for 2 min. Then a regeneration step
with NaOH (50 mM, 10 µl) and Glycine pH = 2 (50 mM, 10 µl) was
performed. Kinetic data were collected in triplicate for each h-CFC
concentration. Data were properly manipulated to subtract the
reference signal and fitted by means of BIAevaluation 4.1 software
(Biacore AB, Uppsala, Sweden).

Computational Methods

Structure calculations started from 100 randomised conformers
and used the standard CYANA simulated annealing schedule
[31] with 20 000 torsion angle dynamics steps for conformer.
Three-dimensional (3D) structures were obtained by using inter-
proton distances evaluated from NOEs as upper limits, without
use of stereospecific assignments. The 40 conformers with the
lowest final CYANA [32] target function values (TF average

value = 1.05 ± 0.10 Å
2

) were subjected to restrained energy
minimisation by use of the SANDER module of the AMBER 6.0
package [33]. The best ten structures in terms of fitting with
experimentally derived restraints were selected from those with
the lowest- residual restraint energy to represent the peptide
solution structure. The molecular graphics program MOLMOL [34]
was employed to perform the structural statistics analysis. Data
are reported as Supporting Information (Table S2).

Homology Modelling

Selection of the template

The structure of human ALK3 receptor (pdb code: 1rew, chain C,
resolution 1.86 Å) was identified as the best template for modelling
ALK4 by a PSI-BLAST [35] search against the ‘nr’ database at the
third iteration, with an E-value of 10−13 (sequence identity 27%,
positives 33%). The target matched the Pfam [36] family of Activin
types I and II receptor domains (PF01064) with an E-value of
1.7 × 10−28, 1rew being the reference structure for the family.
1rew was also the first structure matched when searching by
Hidden Markov Model (HMM)–HMM comparison [37] with the
homology detection tool HHpred [38] against the PDB70 15Apr07
database, with an E-value of 3 × 10−27, and when searching
with a fold recognition method such as mGenThreader [39], that
uses sequence profiles and predicted secondary structure, with a
probability of false positive (P-value) of 10−27.

Sequence alignment and model building

A pair-wise target-template sequence alignment was obtained by
PSI-BLAST [35] and a multiple sequence alignment was obtained
for the 152 best PSI-BLAST hits including the target and the tem-
plate sequences by CLUSTALW [40]. Target-template alignments
were also obtained by the HHpred [38] and mGenThreader [39]
tools. The PSI-BLAST, HHpred and mGenThreader target-template
alignments were used to build molecular models for the ALK4
ECD receptor using Modeller6v2 [41] with default parameters. The
quality of all the obtained models was checked by WhatCheck
[42,43], Verify3D [44,45] and ProQ [46,47].

Docking

Docking studies were performed with the 3D-Dock package
from the Biomolecular Modelling Laboratory of Cancer Research,
UK (http://www.bmm.icnet.uk/docking). The complexes were
generated with FTDock [48], a grid-based method which performs
global scans of translational and rotational space and then
scores and ranks the docked solutions by means of a surface
complementarity score (SCscore). The parameters for the FTDock
runs included a 0.7 Å grid unit, 1.3 Å surface thickness and 12◦

rotation angle step size. The ALK4–ECD model was set as the static
moiety while each of the ten lowest energy NMR structures of h-CFC
was set as the mobile moiety. A total number of 9240 rotations were
evaluated, leading to 10 000 complexes for each FTDock run. These
docked solutions were then rescored and ranked using RPScore
[49]. This program scores the docking solutions using an empirical
residue-pair potential matrix. The matrix i90 p05 d4.5 2dp.matrix
was used in this work. These solutions were then filtered by
applying a distance constraint (4.5 Å) to residues known to be part
of the protein–protein interface from experimental evidences.
Only docking solutions that satisfied the vicinity criterion of H9
and W12 of CFC with the ALK4–ECD hydrophobic face were
accepted. The remaining solutions were refined using the module
MULTIDOCK that does a simple minimisation using a side-chain
rotamers library [50]. Out of these, the best solution was chosen
looking at the RPScore, energy, and geometry features at the
interface.

Results and Discussion

Preparation of the Human CFC Domain and Circular Dichroism
Spectroscopy

The CFC domain of h-Cripto was designed on the basis of
the reported structure of the mouse variant [14,20], thereby it
encompassed residues 112–150, with several residues on both
the N- and C-termini outside the region previously assigned to
this domain [51]. After purification and extensive reduction, the
synthetic polypeptide was submitted to the refolding process as
described in the Section on Methods. As shown in Figure 2, the
polypeptide rapidly and quantitatively refolded in about 1.5 h
and did not undergo any other further transformation over the
next 12 h. After refolding, the domain was purified by reversed-
phase HPLC obtaining a pure product (Figure 3(A) and (B)) with
an experimental molecular weight (MW) in very good agreement
with the calculated value (MWTheor/Exper = 4468.9/4469.25 amu).
Also the CD spectrum, recorded in phosphate buffer at neutral pH,
was similar to that reported for the mouse variant [14] (Figure 4),
where no canonical conformations were observed. In order to
assess the structural stability of the polypeptide, CD spectra in
the presence of 10 and 20% of TFE were also recorded (Figure 4).
Noticeably, the peptide structure did not significantly change
upon TFE addition, suggesting the occurrence of conformations
restricted by the presence of the disulfide bridges.

NMR Analysis and Molecular Modelling of h-CFC in Phosphate
Buffer at pH 7

The NMR conformational analysis of h-CFC was performed in
phosphate buffer at pH 7 to match physiological conditions. For
clarity, in the following, the first residue in the sequence (K112)
will be numbered as K1.

J. Pept. Sci. 2009; 15: 175–183 Copyright c© 2008 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. www.interscience.com/journal/psc
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Figure 2. Refolding progression of human Cripto CFC domain. The analyses were carried out every 1.5 h, as described in Ref. 14. The polypeptide
appeared refolded only after 1.5 h.

Proton assignment was carried out with the procedure
suggested by Wuthrich [29] and the chemical shifts are reported
in Table S1 of the Supporting Information.

A comparison of the h-CFC αCH proton chemical shifts to
random coil values [52] for each residue showed that most of
them presented positive deviations from random coil values,
more marked in the central part of the molecule, suggesting
the presence of β-sheet structures (Figure S1 of Supporting
Information). This structural diagnosis was consistent with the NOE
pattern. NOE effects such as (αi , NHi+1) appeared stronger than
the corresponding (NHi , NHi+1) nicely confirming the occurrence
of extended conformations. Some unambiguous inter-strand NOE
contacts were also observed: αCH C20-αCH C29, βCH2 S6-βCH2
C20, αCH T11-βCH2 S18, βCH T11-βCH2 S18, αCH C20-NH F30,
αCH C29-NH K21.

A set of 146 experimental NOE constraints for h-CFC (80 intra-
residual, 40 sequential, and 26 long-range) was used for structure
calculations by CYANA/AMBER programs. The best ten structures
(see Section on Materials and Methods for details) were selected
to represent the h-CFC solution structure.

They show a certain degree of dispersion, due to a poor
number of observed NOEs, with a backbone mean global root
mean square deviation (rmsd) of 4.74 ± 1.09 Å. The most ordered
peptide region corresponded to the segment C20–C29, where
the backbone mean global rmsd for the superposition of the final
ten structures was 1.80 ± 0.56 Å. On average, the molecule was
globally extended with three anti-parallel strands connected by
disulfide bridges. The average molecular model of h-CFC showed
an ellipsoidal compact shape with approximate dimensions of
24 Å × 15 Å × 12 Å (Figure 5).

Significantly, in all the NMR molecular models, the side chains
of residues H9 and W12, reportedly involved in the binding with
the receptor [51], were exposed to the solvent. In addition, a
hydrophobic patch, that supposedly acts as an interface with the
cell membrane or with the adjacent EGF-like domain [20,53], was
found opposite to the binding site.

Binding Studies to the Immobilised Receptors by SPR Analysis

In order to evaluate the capacity of h-CFC domain to recognise
the ALK4 or the ActRIIB receptors, real time binding assays were
performed. Assays were carried out by injecting solutions of h-CFC
domain at increasing concentrations, within the range 0–40 µM,
and subtracting the reference contribute of Fc-derivatised channel.
In Figure 6(A), the overlay of sensorgrams for the binding of h-CFC
domain to immobilised ALK4 is reported. Sensorgrams revealed
typical receptor–protein affinity profiles and kinetic analysis of the
interaction afforded a kon of 466 (1/M s) and koff of 5.3 × 10−3 (1/s)
values, providing a KD of 13 ± 4 µM. This value was consistent with
that obtained by plotting the RUmax from each single experiment
against the h-CFC concentration (Figure 6(B)). Remarkably, h-CFC
did not bind to ActRIIB (data not shown).

Homology Modelling of ALK4–ECD

As the 3D structure of the ALK4–ECD is unknown, we have
modelled it by homology, on the basis of the crystal structure of the
homologue ALK3–ECD in complex with the bone morphogenic
protein 2 (BMP-2) ligand [21]. Extra-cellular domains of human
ALK3 and ALK4 match the Pfam family of Activin receptors
(PF01064) and are 27% sequence identical. These ECDs are

www.interscience.com/journal/psc Copyright c© 2008 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Pept. Sci. 2009; 15: 175–183
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Figure 3. The refolded and purified human CFC was characterised by HPLC (A) and mass spectrometry analyses (B) observing a single, very clean peak at
about 33 min. The experimental MW was in agreement with the experimental value.

hydrophilic cysteine-rich ligand-binding domains characterised
by the consensus cysteine box: CCX4 – 5CN [54].

PSI-BLAST [35], HHpred [38] and mGenThreader [39] searches
all identified the structure of human ALK3 receptor (pdb code:
1rew, resolution of 1.86 Å) as the best template for the homology
modelling of human ALK4 receptor ectodomain (E-values below
10−13). Moreover, the three tools gave target-template alignments
with all ten cysteine residues involved in disulfide bridges
correctly aligned and coincident in 72 out of the 91 aligned
positions (Figure 7(A)), allowing to trustfully identify an extended

protein core. The three alignments from PSI-BLAST, HHpred and
mGenThreader were all used to build molecular models for the
ALK4–ECD receptor. The best model according to the predicted
quality scores, resulted to be that built on the basis of the HHpred
alignment. This model has been selected for further analyses and
is shown in Figure 7(B).

The ALK4–ECD model, exhibiting the same global three-finger
fold of ALK3–ECD domain, shows two β-sheets composed by two
(residues 5–9 and 17–21) and three (residues 24–32, 35–43 and
63–69) strands, respectively; a short α-helix segment between

J. Pept. Sci. 2009; 15: 175–183 Copyright c© 2008 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. www.interscience.com/journal/psc
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Figure 4. CD spectra of the refolded h-CFC within the range of
190–260 nm. The solid line refers to the sample in 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0; the dotted line refers to the sample in 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0 at 10% of TFE (v/v) and the dashed line refers to the sample
in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 20% of TFE (v/v).

Figure 5. Connolly surface and ribbon representation of CYANA/AMBER
average molecular model of h-CFC at pH 7. The side chains of binding site
residues (H9 and W12) and the disulfide bridges are shown in stick. Figure
made with Pymol (DeLano (2002) http://www.pymol.org).

residues 54–58, and an additional α-helix segment between
residues 75–78. A hydrophobic face, involving residues 48–58,
followed by a polar patch (S28, S59, S60, N65, T66, S83) is also
observed. The opposite side of the molecule is highly hydrophilic,
with a patch succession of acidic (E20, D22, E47), polar (T10, S11,
Q14, N16, T18) and basic (H37, H38, R40, R76) residues.

Mutagenesis studies, carried out by Harrison et al. [55] on ALK4,
indicated five hydrophobic amino acid residues (here L13, I43, V46,

L48, P50) as those relevant for the ALK4 binding to Activin and,
together with contributions from other residues, liable to provide
an interface for ligand binding. It has also been proposed that
TGF-β ligands show a high-binding affinity for this hydrophobic
concave surface on type I receptors, i.e. ALKs [19]. Residues V46,
L48 and P50, however, are in the region of ALK4 that has low
sequence similarity with ALK3. The ALK4 largely hydrophobic
region, above mentioned, precedes a short α-helix on residues
54–58. Residues V46 and I43, but not L13, are in close proximity of
this hydrophobic patch that can play a role in the ligand binding.
A more detailed look at this patch shows that F55 and Y56, which
when partially mutated to affect Activin signalling [55], are well
oriented to possibly bind CFC binding site (H9 and W12). Although
it has not yet been demonstrated whether Activin and CFC share a
common binding site on ALK4 receptor, the possible interactions
of residues F55 and Y56, along with the whole hydrophobic patch,
towards CFC were considered in analysing docking complexes. This
choice is indeed supported by considering the crucial relevance
of aromatic rings for receptor binding [56].

Docking of h-CFC NMR Structures onto ALK4–ECD Homology
Model

Once built a model for the ALK4 ectodomain, we docked the
ten selected NMR structures of h-CFC into this homology model
by the rigid body docking program 3D-Dock [48,57]. Docking
solutions were filtered by taking advantage of mutagenesis studies
indicating that the H9 and W12 residues of h-CFC have a crucial role
in the binding to ALK4 [9,14,51]. As a consequence of this filtering
procedure, the 10 000 initial docking solutions were reduced to
about ten for each NMR structure. By visual inspection of the
filtered structures, only those complexes exhibiting H9 and W12
of h-CFC well oriented towards the binding concave hydrophobic
interface of ALK4 were retained. These docking solutions, ranked
by their RPScore values, were energy minimised by MULTIDOCK
refinement.

The model of the complex with the lowest total energy is
reported in Figure 8, and it shows favourable aromatic interactions
between h-CFC W12 and ALK4 F56. Furthermore, h-CFC H9 lies
between ALK4 Y55 and F56 aromatic rings potentially able to
make aromatic and/or π -cationic interactions [58,59]. Possible
electrostatic interactions are observed between ALK4 E47–h-CFC
K1, ALK4 D62–h-CFC K16 and ALK4 E61–h-CFC K15. Another
favourable interaction at the binding interface is found between
the hydrophobic residues ALK4 V49–h-CFC P8.

Conclusions

Cripto, a growth factor involved in morphogenesis and in tumour
progression, interacts with ALK4 and is necessary for both Nodal
recruitment to the ALK4/ActRIIB receptor complex and for Nodal
signalling. Structural mapping of functional sites of ALK4 could
provide insights into the mechanisms underlying the Cripto-
dependent tumour formation and progression and could pave the
way to the design of antagonists.

To elucidate the interaction of the Cripto CFC domain with the
ALK4 receptor, we undertook the synthesis and conformational
analysis of human CFC domain by NMR, investigated the kinetic
and thermodynamic parameters of this interaction by SPR, and
modelled the ALK4–ECD by homology and then built a model for
the h-CFC/ALK-ECD complex.

www.interscience.com/journal/psc Copyright c© 2008 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Pept. Sci. 2009; 15: 175–183
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Figure 6. (A) Overlay plot of SPR sensorgrams showing the interaction between h-CFC and ALK4-Fc chimera immobilized on a CM5 dextran-coated
sensor chip. Peptide was injected at concentrations ranging from 0–40 µM and a flow rate of 30 µl/min. (B) Response maximum values of each binding
curve are reported against h-CFC concentrations.

Figure 7. (A) Target-template alignment from HHpred, based on
HMM–HMM comparison. Grey boxes outline regions that are conserved as
compared to the target-template alignments obtained by PSI-BLAST and
mGenThreader. (B) Ribbon representation of ALK4–ECD model, built by
Modeller6v2 starting from the ALK3 structure (pdb code: 1rew) coordinates
on the basis of the HHpred alignment. For the residues shown, see text. The
colour code is based on the sequence of secondary structure elements.

Molecular models of the h-CFC domain were obtained by NMR
data. The h-CFC overall topology is determined by the presence of
three disulfide bridges (C4–C22, C20–C29, C17–C38), and shows
an ellipsoidal shape with some side chains pointing externally. In
particular, residues H9 and W12, indicated as the binding site, are
not buried in the protein core, but are located between the first
strand and the first loop with the side chains externally exposed
and readily accessible to ALK4. As expected, the h-CFC molecular
models are very similar to the mouse CFC NMR models that we
previously reported [20]. The ability of h-CFC domain to recognise
ALK4 receptor was confirmed by SPR experiments providing a KD

value in the micromolar range.
We built a model for ALK4–ECD by homology using the crys-

tal structure of the homologue ALK3–ECD in complex with the
BMP-2 ligand as a template. The ALK4–ECD model shows a large
hydrophobic region where residues I43, V46, L48, P50, indicated
as crucial for the binding to Activins, are found. The two aro-
matic residues, F55 and Y56 that protrude from this patch appear
properly oriented for inter-molecular interactions. Although these
residues are not considered crucial for the ALK4/Activins binding
[55], they instead could be crucial in determining the ALK4/CFC
binding specificity. Finally we docked the h-CFC selected NMR
structures onto the ALK4–ECD homology model. The models num-
ber severely decreased upon applying the constraint that H9 and
W12 of h-CFC are essential for ALK4 binding. These models were
further assessed against experimental biological data and against
an array of in silico analysis techniques; only one complex structure
was, then, selected for further analyses. This model presents all
residues indicated by mutagenesis studies to contribute to the
ALK4–CFC interaction at the protein–protein interface (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. (A) Ribbon representation of the proposed model for the interac-
tion between ALK4–ECD (purple) and h-CFC (grey). The relevant residues
at the binding interface are highlighted and labelled. (B) Representation
of the interaction at the interface of ALK4–ECD (Connolly surface with
residues coloured by type) and h-CFC (stick model).

In particular, a close fitting between the h-CFC H9 and W12 with
the ALK4 F55 and Y56 side chains is found. The groove is completed
by favourable electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. These
indications could be helpful in designing mutagenesis experi-
ments. Although we consciously know that any model generated
in silico for a protein–protein complex cannot be expected to
be completely accurate, we find that our model is nonetheless
consistent with prior mutagenesis data and can therefore be quite
useful in designing modified analogues to help in a more through
understanding of the CFC/ALK4 molecular interaction.

Supporting information

Supporting information may be found in the online version of this
article.
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